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\
t m m a s i m m > ita scope

The mate purpose of this study wasto compare
’praferehees of radio and television programs and
determine as far as possible the offset' of one
'upon the" other with emphasis on efforts, to measure
.the effects of television on preferences of radio
programs* this involved two minor problems? • 1#
to determine and show trends in the relative
preferences of the types of radio and television
programs by those who have regular access to both
radio and television!

g. to find out Whether

selectivity of television programs through time is
pt, wp^fe*.

....... ......

Heed for the Study
Television is a new medium of communication*.
Its impact on our daily life is unpredictable#

It

is still to be seen what effects it would, have on
the radio listeners when they buy a television set
or have regular access to it.
For this reason it is apparent that there is a
need for study to compare the audience reactions to

2

various types of radio- s M television programs* for
all communication media are- educative forces whose
functions and-influence are of vital interest to
a democratic society* and* therefore*, n m t bo made
an Object of scientific studies*.

This problem was limited to the comparison of
the frequency of the selections of radio and tele*
vision programs'.* The comparison was made according
to the types of radio and television programs# The
major types of programs were selected for this
purpose*
Wo attempt m s made to measure changes .in radio
listening habits in terms of time spent* Only those
changes- in the preference- of radio programs which
were -considered to have taken place as a result of
regular access to television programs -were given
consideration in this study*
Wo persons who did not have regular' access to
radio programs either at home or outside hem© were
considered*. But those persons who had access to
radio but not to television programs were Included*
so that their preference of radio programs might
have provided a tests, for comparison#

3

‘This problem xms t m t l w t limited to a study of
audience reactions to the programs, on both madia
by the selected groups %n Omaha* fhese groups
m m chosen for several reasoned

fhey Included

church groups, women*a orgaolEations, schools and
business groups,# toe of the sain reasons m s that,
they would represent the middle class which consti
tutes a major m m m o w class of radio and television
programs#
fhose persons under age of If were not included
In. this study because it was considered that they
w m M hot be able to fill out the questionnaire

satisfactorily*
peflnitions
fhe term television group, as used in this
study, refers not only to those persons too a m a
television set but also those persons' too have regu~
lay access to television#, fheir ownership, o n access
may be a week old. or a year old*
fhe term mon^television group was used in this
study to define, those, persons, too- have no regular
\

i. jeafi&i p p . 8*9.

access to fcelevisloa program tut have regular
access to. radio programs*

CHAPTER II
m m m m research

©
Bogapdus In 19% mad© a s tu d y to measure
reactions to television programs by 1500 persons
of various ages# seseSf ©ducation&i levels# and
occupational types* A scale m s eonstruetM in
such a m y as to give comparable quantitative results
By this scale# the arithmetic means of both (1) on©

person*© ratings, of several types of television
programs (PfQ) and <2) many persons* ratings of.on©
type of television program (PrYQ) m m measured*
Bata m m obtained through employed former graduates
as members of- groups* and teachers from areas rep
resented b y lev York# Pennsylvania# Florida# Illinois
ferns# Washington* and California* Of 1500 persons
vho filled the seal© 512 or 3%.%1 percent had no
access and. 988 or 65*8 percent had .regular access to
television programs* Those vho had no access vere
asked vhat they vould have liked to y t m if they
had ted time and opportunity*

Indicating large
•MM**

2.

Emory S. Bogarctus, "A Television Seal© and Tele
vision Index," American,.,Soclologj
m i l (April, 1952), 221-2:

potential interest in television# this no access
group showed a relatively high pfQ*
those who ted- regular m m m . m m dlvMed
into five groups according. to the length of regular

access .to .television programs# PfQs or the arithme*tie -moans of m i parsonto ratings of several typos
of ■television programa for those fiim groups
•remained somewhat uniform.oyer increase in years
of regular access#
the first group CMumtor 2%8 .m 85*1. percent)
which tod ’regular access leas than one .year showed
1*98/ W<9$ the- second group (Humtor 257 or 26.0 per
cent) which tod regular access one to two years,
showed 2*06/ Pffi}| the third group (fumter 169 or
17*1 percent) which tod two to three years of regu
lar access indicated l*86jf Pf%$ the fourth group
CHumher 101 or 10..2 percent) which tod regular access
three years and oyer stowed 2*lM FfQ§ and the fifth
group (Itarfbsr 213 or Sl.^'percent) which failed to
glim information stowed 1*56/ Pff*

Bogardes analysed this as 'indicative of the
fact that novelty appeal of television programs was
not dying out as new programs were Being added*
PrfQ or the arithmetic means of many persons*

imtiiftgs of

m®

type of t e l o i r l p r o g r a m ttidioatod

,that footfcai:* f m m *MXe* flays fserious), m m *
dies* educational programs* and

nmB

reports ranked

highest on the list in order of mention*

■fits pfQ % 00X00* ages-*:educational levels and
oeaopational ^typos showed the dtffG toncm in
risetions- to television programs*

Since this phase

of.the Bogardue study is not directly related to
the

jnm M U mi

of-this thesis* no'farther ■explanation

irtll he made here*

BHMfBB' 1X1

maam of mm^m
In order to approach this problem the survey
method was used and the questionnaire technique was
employed*

Quest!oimaires were constructed in such

a way as to enable people to fill the© out within
a couple of minutes* Both the ye:sr*or~no type and
the checking type of questions were asked as to the
television ownership or regular access to television
programs* the length of ownership or regular access*
the favourite radio and/or television programs* and
the general attributes such as chronological age*
sex* oecunation* education* and income*
At an early stage of this pro loot* the use of
random sampling m s contemplated* Also mailing end
telephone calls were considered as pert of a sample
collecting technique*
It m s decided later* however* that the use of
selected groups mold be a better way of gathering
data* fha advantages of mon^random selection over
random, selection, in 'connection with this study were*
1# fhis study was concerned with television and
radio programs* the major consumer group of which
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are middle ■class peojA#*^ ft is of the lower- and
middle-.Income groups that television's audience is
chiefly composed*

^Today the Im m r and middle

income groups, Which make- up 83 percent of Video*
toite% population o m 8a percent of television
sots

About one out of eight poor and middle

class families n m h m a sat while one out of 12 of
k
lower class homes are set owners*1*1 Focusing at*?
tentlom on this group, therefore, seamed reasonable)
g» When questionnaires are mailed, people to the
lower economic brackets are leas likely to return
their questionnaires than those to the higher income
brackets* This operation of selective factors- on
the questionnaires actually returned may result in
an -extremely biased sample, even though the original
■mailing list of •prospective- respondents say he a
S
representative siuapXCf 3. Beliance upon telephone
calls-may exclude those persons who do not own a
telephonef and k*

It Is rather difficult to obtain

accurate information from many persons of various
3# dUS&t P* 3
k# ^Ufideotown* One Tear, later,11 (Hew York* ffewsll*
* Stamott Company) * p* 12* quoted to C* A* Siepmam,
Radio,. Television and SpMety. 1952, p, 337.
5.

Pauline V, Young, Scientific, Social SurveyiLM

lesearch* 2n e&*

ages, n m m * educational level#, m i occupational
types sdel$f by the qnoatlenimire#. It is necessary'
to do imketvlewfcg extensively if complete and accu
rate 'data are to 'be secured* Since the interviewing
technique was not employed in this study, the solection of Mddle-elaas groups which have enough
Intelligence to give fairly accurate information •
was thought to he proper with respect to this study*
•for these reasons, both technical and practical*
a final decision was made to use selected groups
such as Church groups, women's organisations, business
groups and schools#

j

Also the associates of the

members of these groups were asked to- fill out the
questionnaire*
The list of the selected organisations or
groups Included?Dundee Presbyterian Church
First Christ Church
First- Congregational Church
Kouixtse Memorial Lutheran Church
Trinity Baptist Church
Omaha University
Creighton University
Benson High School
South High School
Brown Park Public, School
EaXiem Public School
a* 'They are all located in Omaha, Nebraska*

21

•St* Bridges? Parochial School
Omaha Momenta Olnfe
Urban league
Swift Company
Omar Bakery
W m m e l Deaconess Home
Live S to c k National Bank
United States Motional lank

mm mm®

station

A total of 1330 theotiomnaires m m distributed,
of w h ich 2%3 were not returned* Of the total re**,
eeived which were 1087, 29 were not filled out mm **;
pletely, thus leading 10?8 eases for tabulation and
analysis**
The composition of these 1098 oases according

to ages, se^es, educational levels, and occupational
types m s given in fiiSLI I on the following page*
It will be seen from the table that the edu
cational level of the sample m s above average with
6l percent having had college' education* With
61*53 percent under the age of 30* the age level of
the sample m s rather low* which fact might bare**,
fleeted in the final results of this study* As for
occupational characteristics of the sample population,
it. will be seen that the managerial-e^ecutive^pro**
fessioml .group (18+70 percent)., the secretarial or
clerical group (17*20 percent), housewives (13*23
percent), and students (%7*00 percent including
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table .1
AGE, SEX* KDtTCATIORAL LEfEl* A ® OCCtTPATZONAL
TSPE mStRIBmWB OF TOTAL SAMPLES

Humber'(Percentage in bracket)
.

vasegor^

®V group Hon-TV group

Tdtal

.. m u m .

. ,.ii .i^t. .-nr-mi. ,f

M b,

If to 30
31 to fO
'51 and over

161
68
82

i|fO

168
89

W i

ftagjr
Male
.Female

1058

326'
fei

*fotSi

951 C6l*53)
236 (22*30?
171 (16,17)

<y99
*
r '”

'

bZ5 (Ms.oo)

633 (60*00)
i,n
311"' ' ' -'58PS’"’”
r

Education
Or&de and
High school
College

113
198

M
W? ' ,J""''fS'"1’”
T‘r,,rt'

% 2 (39.00)
Sk6 (61,00)
OTTr ""

cezaiRaMaB

Hone
Housewife
Student*

Skilled, Worker
Unskilled *
Secretarial
or clerical
Managerial
Professional

10
35

13

1m

319
59
22

99

110
17
20
83

71
9

7^7*

1

8

8

62
'*

JttilbtiA -wh,
I

* Inclading part-time student.

23 (02,17)
139 (13,13)
% 8 (L-7,00)
68 (06,Lo)
30 (02.8*+)
181
26
28
1V5

)

(17.10)
(OS.1^))
(02,60)
(13.70)
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part-time students) m m

predominant*

These foots

might ha &lm yefleetad in the results of this'study.*
The procedure: in the approach to the solution of
the problem m

this study was an em p m t facto es&*

p m im n tB l design#

Its approach involves the do*

seription of the present situation os an offset of
soma previously noting causal factors*

It attempts

to tttraee back over an interval of time to some
assumed causal complex of factors which began ope**
6

rating at an earlier date** ' the central feature
of the experimental method in sociological research
is control of measurement rather than the physical
manipulation of objects* Making observations of
human relations under conditions of control is the
concept of experimental design in sociological re**
search. Chapin Saidt
Control of social conditions is obtained
not by manipulating people or by exerting any
physical force on persons* The control is
. obtained 'by ^electing for observation two
groups of like individuals , for example , in
dlviduais of the same income bracket, the
same occupational class* the same chrono
logical age, the same sis© of family.., the same
intelligence quotient, etc* (by matching on
these attributes)* Then one group, called the
experimental group, is given treatment, or
6,

F . S , C h a p in , & B S $ j@ ^ S S l^ a 8 lS S » J S -S 2 £ M a ^ ^ i,
Itoflftfiaaatu 19W » p » 95V

receives seme

otial program, or is subjected

to ooiso assume* and tmoontrolled natural force

*** in the environment* while the other, group*
called the -control groun* is denied tMa treats
meet.*. programf1or' force**.# Observations or
measurements on a soclometrie scale are then,
made' on' each' group at somabeginning date Cbefore.) and again "at the termination of a period
•of momfhsor years fafterj#. Finally* .compare*
tive changes -in the mean measurements at each
date are noted*?
to order to discover.the- real, relationship
between a magnet and' iron* it is necessary to- use
^pere** t r m

and not iron ore .that Is complicated by

'the presence of other materials and metals* which it
would be if flrepresentatiren o f the original one*
^Homogeneity* not representativeness * is tfts es~
'sential conditions to the discovery by a stogie ex*
perinent of a real relationship between two factors*0
t o find out any rppl relationship between factors A

and B* variable factors 0* D, 1* etc* must be made
constant influences between -and experimental group
and a control group* fb m the single A~B relation*
ship cam be observed in relative Isolation when the
situation of disturbing influencesof C* Bf Sf.etc*
upon the relationship Is controlled*
y*T I M d *. p* 29.
6# Ibid*, p. 103

1$

As to tbs doubt upoa the results wh&a 3non*-randoa
samples ore chosen free a heterogeneous tailversa,
and a United one at that, Chapin aaldf
*««. no generalization could be mad©
i w m any *#.* m p f f imtmfal,studies jaMBafc *

with 'm s p m t 'to the definite groups actual-*
ly studied* We repeatedly stated that the
results were limited to the- closed system of
■ each particular experiment* ami that only
replication of the experiment which yielded
corroboratory results would supply any
reliable basis for generali&ation to a uniFerae*9
It.must he clear that the findings of this study
were confined to- the selected groups used* and*
therefore, only the repetition of a similar study
by enlarging the 'units of samples would validate
the reliability of the results as a generalisation
to a universe*
the procedure of this experimental method* as
applied to this study* was.as follows?
The original sample, of 1058 was divided, into
two groups.*. The first group had: regular access to
television programs* This m s called the experi
mental or television group*. The second group eonsisted of those- who did not have regular access to
television programs*

TMs m s called the control

3*6

group or nan~tet&vlB±an group*

ffe&t, the two groups

ware paired hr ocmting age* sen, education and oe*.
cupatlon# Snforcing these four 'controls eliminated
6k& individuals, so that the filial experimental
and the

group consisted of §06 aaales and

control groan consisted also of 206 raales and females*
Chart 1 below illustrates the process*
emsf i. »w»r omif of M
OF ILUi mf lOH

ooess

Four control
samples

W * 206
tV

group

7W
■ 7 K 1
M m g on
1 2 "3 V I four'control

ffoa**f? group

.lon**fV

206

i* Age
«

Seat

*

Idueatlon

■* Occupation
ttlahn considera one- hundred cases in each
group, that is, two hundred in ail, to be the
lower limit for suffieientiF accurate' statistical
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estimates*^®
there are two methods of matching*
method of identical individual matching!

One Is the
the other

is the method of matching by sub-categories* The
first method requires that for each individual in
the experimental group there be another in the
control group alike in respect to score on every
one of the matching factors# this method results
in very great loss because of inability to satisfy
such a precise matching requirement*^
fhe method of matching by sub-categories *
howeverf has the great advantage of avoiding serious
losses due to matching* it requires the elimination
only of cases from one group which are entirely out
side the categories of the other group*
In this study, individual matching was used.j

jusi The Subclasses
4MMNU

of factors used were t *

three age

10*

Julias A* Jataf % Control Croup Sxperiment on.
the Bffoet of W, a . p.* Work Belief as Compared
to direct Belief upon the Personal-Social Morale
and Adjustment of Clients in St.* Paul* 1939n
■CM*.A#. Thesis, University of Minnesota,
%1, quoted in 1* Greenwood* Ixnerteental
sioloey {lew fork#. King *s crown Fress , 19*frf?)
p* Xly*

11.

Chapla,

» P . 172.

18

groups* that is, 15-30f 31*51* and 51 mad ov@r$
S* two ge& groupsf i*„ five educational levels,
that is, grade school $ high school* 1-2 year college*

h
nine occupational classes* that is* none* student,
3-l> year collage* and graduate 'and afcovej and h«

housewife* unskilled worker, skilled worker., cler
ical or secretarial,;managerial, ©ireeutim* and pro
fessional*

*■

-f

When two persons, one fro® each group {control
and experimental), could not he found in a category,
that category was dropped*
M Income factor was- not used in -this study as

a control factor- because many people, for some reason,
failed to state their yearly incomes. Also some of
them- were students or housewives who worked parttime or full time, or hat no Income under their own
names.

Since income levels wad occupational types

are .usually closely related to each other, the
omission of m income factor- from the list of con
trol factors was not considered serious*
In-eliminating, surplus oases in individual
matching, a nonstantwfatlo method wm n m d in prefer
ence to a random method*

Greenwood discussed the

methods of eliminating surplus in favor of the
constant-ratio method in Emerlmsntal Sociology.

gr experimental or control, he divided
r .in the larger* the imaf£lfin# ratio
the.distrfhistien of th# ©mi-faoter in

group#1^

Per sample, using the data of

assume that within a category there are
group) and ten experteases
listen to radio ^less1* or %stch less"11
to radio %ore# or -^ateif the sa®e#l*.

tea yields a ratio of one-half:,
im

half of the

or ^maeh less-0 cases and half

or ^atont the same*1 oases must he dis

may question the effects of
upm. the measures of results,

dhai

In. gimorat,.. m found that the -esses
»
■either''hy losses m from inability
to match on control factors, were oases
showing more extreme measurements..*.*-* ftes
the net effect of losses was to increase
homogeneity of the.residual groups (expert
mental and control)- fro®' which the results
were12*

dreenwood,

* P* 223-*

13..

Chapin, sa»«SlS* * W * 3-B*3*#

the significance' of percentage differences
teteeem the television ami. nom^elevision.
.groups
ms

%

% ■the follot»?img

:
Siise of sample 1** {total
of people s*tio tern- W )

mmgbm#,■2D6

mg* &of%zm
of mmzLoSi {fetal mn&te# ^ 206
teofle iabo h a w radio hot not ff)
l^roonfeio of imiivMmlS' i m m ^ m 1 .uho- h a w
a g f w m trait* Ci^eefitage of individuals t m •

Sample 1 .isho life :
^tthXetlc**' programs test)'
•at

Percentage of individuals *in 'Sample 2 who haw
the trait*. (Percentage of' individuals wiio haw
radio tet not TWy irfim .iite t*&hhietie,T programs

100 &
Absolute ilft

o m m o

teteeen %

and %

* 30*09 - a s # 5 ^ 3*33#
of itiiivi&sXs im oosibiiiei -samples'
#■ mg) istio lite ^Athletic** programs test*
:
**!
' Art/;...... . 2

l*.Hr'Vv

*****

1%'* 5 ? S es’ Vorn°n?.jfeMa-Ma^,.Mmmeaj3ee of
Btffercmues teteoem gerdentaMs ^ifSr^ mciiSSla^
t
e
a
“0iJ5a a r m>*: 10S*- Fisllmam*
Washingtant

the State Oollege of lfesMngtonf

institute of Agricultural Sciences..* and Departs
sent of Bural Sociology, September* IffO*

S3L

After the v a tn m f m

the above symbols 'have

been identified or computed* the following steps
■were taken in nslng the tab!# below showing Mgnifi**
m n m of differences between percentages*
jf t£

The table

was as follows t

£
Proportions
in combined *10
samples
<* *20
having
trait

*50
1,

If *> iQVGlS Of
significance
» Sample sizes

Sg95 .. %*30

5*65

90 ** 5.91
7.?g
80 .. 7.88 10.3® -» Percentage

9.03 11,89

,, 9*66 12,71
*. 9.85 12*<

Having found the proper segment in the table*

the next step Is ..to make use of p.
p in this problem is *28.

The balue of

The values of p in the

segment are in the left-hand column.

Since a p

value of exactly .28 is not shown in the segment,
select the p value next..closer..to. .50.reading .dcgm.
which is *30,
2.

Having found the proper p value to use, namely

.30, read along the row on which *30 is found to the
second column in the segment and find the number

9.03. Glancing up this column to the top of the page,
note * 0 " which indicates a level of significance.
15.

Ibid.. p. 22.

If % r m

obtained* is equal to m

greater tfattxt-9*03* It Is ttatisttoallv .significant
at 'toe five percent level.*
3*. I®®#* inquire toother % leacte# toe one per*
cent, level of aiipiifieanie*. leading along the m m
with a p value of *30
ill tot segment*
%

' t o

m value

the .toted and last eelmm
of ti*3f will he noted*, if

Is above this amount* the dlffm m m tan to said

to reach toe on# percent level of siihifleanee*.

It will to noted that the- '% in this problem
( 3 *3 !? percent.)' was tor less than the 9*03 percent

tolch m s required at the five percent level of
significance* fhas the conclusion must to dram
that this difference' .of 3*3!? percent eonid. to due
to chance factors' and not to regular m m m to tele#'
vision or lack, of it*.

4SBAPS& If

AM)

vmmmmms of mdxo

TBl*g?XSXOir PIO0HAMS

This chapter dealt with the first of the two
minor proMeitiit involved in this study* that is* to
determine and show trends in the relative prefer**
cnees of the types of radio and television, programs
by those who have r@gn.iar access to hath radio and

16
the comparison of the preferences of radio .and
television programs m s made* in this study*, by the
use of the non<-te!@vision group as a control group
which provided a hasis for comparison*
the percentage preference frequency of the
major types- of radio- and/or television programs- by
206 individuals from each group {control and
mental)' were arranged in the table on the

The types of radio programs' as rated by the
television group in TABLE i t were those programs to
which the group m s still paying attention after
16*. Supra* p m 1,

79807

having regular access to television programs.
TABLE II
c o mp ar ati ve preferences o f r a d i o .

TFXEVISIOB PROGRAMS
{Percentage la brackets)

TV group"

type
of
Programs

ilon^OT'
.(206)

,P^

Test*5

Radio

Athletic **♦*. 62
Boeing ♦,*.#** 72
Ootttedy *•»**-* 113
Bftasia or Flay 143
Muoational * 50
Cl&astg Music 42
Popular Music 64
Wows! ******* * 27
Quia ■*.**#**** 70
Beligious *** 36

(30.09) ' 55 (26.74)
(35.82)
20 £09,70)
(54.85)
88 £42,71)
(69.91) 138 (66.99)
(24.27)
61 £29,61)
(20,38) 105 (59.97)
(31.06) 151 (73.30)
(S3.10) 162 (78.64)
(33.98)
73 (35.43)
55 (26,74)
(17.47)

3*35
26.12
12,14
2,42
5.34
30.59
42.24
65,54
1.45
9,27

B

S
S
H
S
S
8
S
H
S

1,5
5
1,5
1,5
1,5
5

;

Sadie*1
Athletic
Boxing*,.....
Comedy
Drama or H a y
Educational ,
caassic Music
Popular Music
Hews ........
*■■**■*

Religious

30 (lb.^6
13 <06.31

49
71
27
66
142
17V
34
31

(53.78
(34.46
(13,10
(32.03)
(68.93)
(84.46)
Cl6,5p)
U5.04)

Radio
26.?4)
09,70;
88 42.71
66,99.
29*6i;
50,97
?3»3<
78.6*

35*4’
26,7*

P(j

Test

12.18 s 1,5

3.39 H
18*93 S 1,5
32,53 s 1,5
16.a S 1,5
13.94 s 1*9

n
n
1
1
if*
’

f 1 4

s 1,5

Data based on Question Ho* 8* ^Hame the type of
TV programs you like best.’*
Bata Based on Question Mo* 101

rou do not
ot® a ft sett which radio programs \o you
listen to oost often?11

o. Data based on Question Ho, 9* "Harae the. radio
programs you still listen to after owning a
IV set,*
d« S denotes significance of P<j (Percentage dif*»
fereneo) end H denotes lack of significance*
Humber \:(a:andl 5')^ denotes percentage lewis
of significance*
;^*W®xt&gw is a M M of ^athletic*' j&ogFam* .this is
a veaimess M the $ug£tlotmaire used*
if will tee seen from the data in the table..
®hm& that.the- attractiirenesa of popular music on

teieirt.0len;di| net aeeA to be as great as
programs*

erne

other

fhe fomnia ‘made according to the data to

test the percentage difference *m B t,
n^

0

'906

n% # 206

i*x % 31*06
y,--*vvr :

^ 3 0

' '

Pd ** ^t*2h'

fhe ohserwd F^ %2*2^ was ateore'the
cent*, the required

value

per*

at the fiira percent level of

significance* or the 12*9? percent required at. the
o s percent of significance^ .it can he said there**
■fore that the difference reached teeth one percent and
a* See p# 21*
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t im

percent tm & l® of significance* From this i t

may be concluded that as far as popular music m e
concerned* regular m m m or absence of regular
access to toilerstoo programs was a factor in this
change in the- preference percentages* Bid this mean
that people preferred radio popular music to tele*
vision p o p u la r music7 It appears that this m s
reflected nore or less in the percentage difference
between two groups (television and non^television)
with regard to their preferences of radio popular
music* Hote the observed % mM ***37 (73.30 w 68,93)
which was below the required value of 7*88 at the
five percent level of significance*, the difference
could have occurred due to chance factors*. In. this
Case 1 therefore * "regular access to television programs
did not seem to affect the preference of popular music
m radio*

In conclusion it seems likely that some of the
non-tolevision group may be drawn over to television
for popular music if and when it has access to tele
vision, but- -the'majority may remain radio listeners
as far as popular music is concerned*
A similar tendency seems to be seen in the case
of classic music on television* As far as the groups

osed in fctii® etudy or® eoaacemsS, end unde** .ps©ateitt%
fk

■eemdtt-iom% it may be safely said that if and whan
the nm^teiavisicm g ro up has regular m o m ® to bale**
'Vision* it may listen bo classic music more 'Often on
radio than television*' to some Mttettt* totetep*.
effect# of television seem to 'be seen It* this ease
as the following analysis of percentage- differences
indicates*
The observed Pg between two groups regarding
.their preference, of radio classic music programs'
m e l8*$b CS‘
0*97 ** 32*95)*

^hia

atote the- m**

paired 9.85 and 12*97* Indicating that- the difference
was. significant ■at both one percent and five percent
levels*

Shis may indicate the Influence of tele**

vision on preference of radio -classic music*
the observed % regarding television and: radio
■classic •music programs m # 30*59 (50*97 ■# 20*38)
Which was far above the required values of 9*66 and
12*71* Thu# the difference can he -said to hate
reached both five and one percent levels of signifi
cance* ft seem# certain that radio m s much mote
preferred for this particular ty p e o f program*.
fa summary? it -can he concluded that* while
radio classic music m o preferred to televised
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elastic music, there Was m indication that televised
classic music €Mtr m m & attention of the television
audience,* the novelty of mtehing opera singers and
orchestra performances might ho a factor involved*
Discussing vhothor a radio: program would gain
anything vfa&tt it m s put on television, Sharon
■observed as followst
Watching the (music) performers only
detracts#, the- first glimpse of the bacl&
of Arturo foscanini *s neck is interesting
the' second is redundant.# the same goes for
laurits Melchior*s hair, Jascha Heifetzes
8-string,■and Helen fraubeX'% ya-ho-to-ho
outline#, fhey are superb artists., but our
’- enjoyment of their arblstery dor ires 'from
the beautiful sounds they produce, not from
the sight of then producing the sounds,17
Music is static visually* *3!he auditory sense
does not require accompanying visual actim In order
to. be satisfied

Misicat's c m M e ^ ® ’ 'fhe viaoaX

sense, Severer, does require motion,, and ?tthere is
no real action- in televised mate, lust as there is
no action in the televising of -a m m - commentator.
17* B* 1* ihayon, nW and B&dlo,# Saturday^Bevie
18# M# Devine, ,,:felovistout frond or Variable?*
Itosicallmerica, jaOEt <Feteuary, 19S1')* 88#
1$* loc..#.-...M|:#
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It ta still to be m m whether this

m toflu*

toeing factor in the relatively greater popt&ariby
of masto programs on radio*.
■ffoe data to I&BIiB If also indicates a similar
trend to the comparative preferences of newscasts
on the two media.# ft appears that people dialed
more often than channeled when tlwf vmtBQ m m *
this casOf the observed % m s

to

percent,* the

test showed.that the 'difference was significant at
both five percent and one percent levels#. Presence
or absence of regular access to television can.
therefore be said a factor*
fuming to the observed P& (5*82) for radio
program preferences f it will be note# that the dlIV
ference could have been due to chance factors*

to

this instance^ therefore* regular accessto tele
vision or lack of it did not seem to be a factor*
In summary H$®mn seems to be preferred on
radio and the pull of television is not strong
enough to draw audience from radio in this particular
case* It seems unlikely tor the mom^televlston group
therefore to be drawn over to televised newscasts to
any .great extent If and when It has regular access
to television programs*

to observation by Siepmanm
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made i n this m m m tio n In S w m ^ may partly account

for this,* Ho said i
.... *** Badio newscasts ju^b&bly ‘will con
tinue popular* 1teelf attraction I# that of
im m d im f and of eonsclseneas {sic}*** little
is gained by sight of (radio oommoatators$3
through seeing some of .them m mh map be lost*.
The peculiar magnetism of the- unseen role#
may he expected to continue to exert a strong
hold over liabeners*2d
Shayom related his reaction to televised news*
easts as'follows t
the unit of sews Is the item of is*
formation and this stride# along quite hrisisly*
thank you* in radio* ‘ It ■mar' sot travel any
slower, is televisionf but the camera provides
no real plus so far* these ’’library*4 or
f,workimg desk41 shots of the newscaster * pro*
tending mot to read M s copy out of the lower
corner of his left eye* are a# phoney as they
are chill f and as for the maps and the film*
clips* they don’t have anywhere near the impactthey produce on the Mg*slsc motion picture
newsreel screens* 21
fhe fact that- one doe# mot have to see the mews**
caster,in order to learn what is going on in the world,
seems to he the most plausible reason why radio is
preferred for this-.type of program.#
It will be men from

II that the % % for

two more tynes of programs on both media- ( 2 6 * 1 2 and
20*

0 * &* Slepmaiim*. ^felovision*— Hopes and trial -

tations #ft'.aHaBB£»
21*

Sbayem* SBimSlS*-* P-*„^8*

(January? 1950), 7#
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IS,!1*) reached five percent and/or one percent
levels of significance.
*

They were "Boxing” and
*

*

‘ ,v

*

^Comedy#* Beguiar access to television seems to
b© a factor to too' greater popular!% of these*two
' types of ^regress -on ■television*

the observed % tor ^S©Etogw on radio* however* showed the difference (3*39) was not significant*
fhey could haw occurred due to chance factorsf and*
therefore * the Influence of regular access to tele**
vision did not sees to be a factor* I t tm y be eoneluded that "Boxing*’ seated to go- well on television*
but the influence of television on radio boxing11
.did

not seen to have been working to any significant

extent*
Vh3L%9 auditory sense does not require action*

the visual sense does require action*

t1Pram their

very nature* sports events came out host on -tele
vision* Ufaen "two guy# maul each other'for fifteen
t

round# there.!# action$" when two guy# wrestle* no
matter how ridiculous they look* there is still
action - and every, seat is a ringside seat for the
television' audience******^
2 a,

Levine, £&*-&!£*» P.

88«

the observed Pg for radio "Comedy" preference*
©n the contrary* reached the significance at both
five and mm percent levels* this seems to mean that
regular .access to television was a factor* Was this
because of technical advantages of televised "Comedy"
■or. better quality of comedians on television?
Regular access to television did not seem to
affect the. preference of "Athletic" programs* fhe

%

was 3*35 (30*09 ** 26m?h) t which did not indicate

significance.* Its effect* however* was indicated by
the comparison of two groups regarding their prefer
ences of radio "Athletic" programs* fete that the fa
(12*18) was significant at both, five and one percent
levels* Was this due to the ability of television
to satisfy both visual and auditory senses*, or to the
fact that there is movement or action in athletic
program#' which must be seen to be really enjoyed?
As for "Religions11"programs * the observed P&
(9.27) Indicated that the difference reached the
five percent level of significance-* Hadio seemed
to bo preferred* However* the fact that more
religious programs am available on radio might be.
a factor Involved*
Regular access to television seemed a factor

in the

for radio "Religious" programs* (11*70)

It will be noted that significance m s reached at
both five percent and one percent levels*, this seems
to indicate the influence of regular access to tele
vision ©ft the preference- of radio religious programs*
It may he concluded that* granting that radio
has more religious programs* radio religious'programs
seemed to he preferred* hut that the effect of tele
vision on the preference of radio religious programs
were- seen at the same time*
The remaining three types of programs* .namely
"Brama or Plays*" "Educational*" and "quia" indicated
that their % % on two media were not significant:*
there were no indications that regular access' to
television or lack of it was a factor.* the existence
of day-time listeners*, especially women* might he a
factor In the popularity of these three types of
programs m radio*.
However* the P^*'s concerning these three types
of programs on.radio indicated the effect of tele
vision.* M l three types showed .that their P<$*s -were
significant-*
In conclusion* the effect of. regular access to
television was not seen on the four types: of programs *

namely "Athletic^ #t&ra@a or Plays," ^E d u c a tio n a l,**
and ?lQi3ia*?f Their popularity seemed to remain tm*
modified Chattier they were pit on radio and television*
It is still to bo soon whether this indication .ms. due
~ •?

to intrinsic merit of programs or ■seme other factors t
,

-

including those mentioned above# Clbdlstenee of day
time radio listeners*, availability of radio programs*)
As for "Qtiig," Shayon analisod that ”they haw
motion (not physical movement * though many of them
do feature dancing bears and saltser-water bottles)
but the movement from one question, from one test to
*.S3
the nearh*n
Concerning drama Shayoir was of the
opinion that t
Drama, like news, tends' to lose on tele*vision* The unit of drama on the radio, as
m the stage* is the moving line* The unit
of films is the shot# The unit of television.
'has still to be discovered# . It. ismft. the line,
- for, as in films, there are long stretches
in television without .a word* It isnft the
shot - for there are often equally long stretches
in which the camera lust' holds on one or two
characters* 'A s everyone knows* television drama
borrows the units of films, radio, and stage
and scrambles them, all together In a erasyquilt nattern* This is the real reason why
television .drama is relatively unsatisfactory
to date# gh
The ranking of radio and television programs in
order of preferences presented m interesting picture*
23.

Shayon, on. oit., p. 28.

2h,

Loc. elt.

fha oT&er of preference by the
vision group m s -1 lm ffewsf 2# Popular music5

3.* Drama or plays | %.* Classic tsaaicf j>*. Comedy |
6* • ■Qaisf 7* Educational program§ 8*. .Beligious
and Athiotiof m & 9* Sodtag*
the list for the television group was the
same except the educational programs and the
religious*-athletic programs exchanged their ranking
positions*.

cimsf 2 *

miikxbo of fus

FBBFEBBEO fffgS OF M O W FB0OMMB

Ron-television
group

television

group

news

1

1 Hows

Popular music.

*3.

2 Popular nms10

Drama or plays

3

3

Classic music

*

1* Classic music

Comedy

?

9

%XiB

6

6 Quiz

Bellgious

.7

Athletic

8

Educational

9/

Boxing

10

,

Drama or plays

Comedy

Educational

8 Religious and
Athletic

9
10 Basing

fhe order of preferences of television
programst howavert was somewhat different,,# As the
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following'chart Indicates* the newscasts which
ranlrnd first on radio dropped to the last* While
dram or plays topped ,Mm list*. .Comedy followed the
drama, or -plays* Boxing.* QUis* popular w m M $ and
the athletic programs came next in order of men*
tlaa* the educational programs and classic music
and the religious programs finished the list,*
CBMiT 3 * C O llP A fiA fl^l IM iE H C I OF flU PBSFBRB1D
TfPES OF PB0GMM8 B f fH E m B V IB X O l GBOtfP

jt Brama or plays
Comedy

Mews

1\

Popular' music

S\ /
3 \V/,
% Boxing
^ Or \ V > Quia

Dram or plays
Classic music
Comedy

Popular music

5^\U

Quia

Athletic

Beligious

Educational

Athletic
Educational
'Bering

8W><Y^a
97
lo

!

Classic male

V o Beligious
• 10 lews

fhe above chart will clearly indicate which
tyoeo of programs appear to go better of be pro**
ferrod on television as well as which types seem
to lose or be less favored on- television by the
selected groups studied in this study*

CIAPfSt 'f

sEiacfiranr m p m m m w m m m m m .
fHBOUGIf IlRBt
In this chapter the second minor problem

.involved in this study is discussed* the Question
is whether television viewers are getting

mm

selective to. their choice of programs as time
passes.* It is difficult to determine

howmuch of

today’s response to television is attributed to

novelty and how much, to Intrinsic merit of program*
1to attempt was made to find out whether' the
-groups selected for this study showed any selective
tendency with, regard to their preferences of tele
vision programs*
to. experimental design m s also spoiled to
the approach to this problem*

®he original tele

vision .group of 9%7 was reduced to -lid to each of
the three groups having regular access to television
for various length of time*
She first group had one to six months of regu
lar access to- television programs f- the second
group had regular access.twice- as long as the first
-group§ and the third group three times as long at
the first group*
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m m f %*

flow m m t m process
OF

Control- m m p l m
f m $M
original group
I m

t*m months

i ^ 3 ^

Pairing Oil four

control factors
ISb&thS

•SsSislEt
U
2* B®x
« Education
Occupation
_

1 yeas*
©is factors used as controls were*. 1 * throe
ago categories (I5#30f 31**5Q? and 51 and owe?)}
2# ScE factors| 39 fro educational Categories
(grade^hlgh school and eollege^and^ahQTO) $a and
light occupational categories (none* housewife*
student.* manual worker including both skilled and
a# Since the selected groups used in this study
were from the middle ■class*, the average edti*
cational level was high* hence the presence or
absence of college education was considered an
appropriate dividing line.#.
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unskilled worker* white collar w t o f including
secretarial and clerical worker* professional f
iraageriali and executive) * I 10 chart on the pre
ceding page illustrates this process or control#
Itest* a frequency table was made to compare
the total number of hoars spent by each of these
three groups watching television* fhe day-average
number of hoars spent on television by' each group
were also compared*
't

m m
m m m

m m 111

s p o tt m t m u m s s c w is ic w and
o f e b o tm b access t o m iv is io H

length of regular'
* access
to television
1 * 6

fetal hour spent
on television
(For capita day average)

months .************* 286$ (S*h6)

6*3.8 months ****»«*»«***-# s8i
Over 1 year

*****#**##***

cs*ta>

2Bh

It will be seen from the data in TABU ill
that the total amount of time spent watching tele*
vision did not differ m much from one group to
another*. Only slightly larger was the amount of
time spent by the first group which had less than
six months of regular access to television programs*
When reduced to the- day^awr&go amount of time spent*

^0

the margin of difference was too small to be con
sidered significant*
TABU! IV
FREQUENCY TABLE OP VARIOUS DAY-AVERAGE
HOURS SPENT OH TELEVISION

tsva^vrr.^'vcrsnyjdcj
Average
1-6 nontha® 6*12 motitha
1 rtaf
hour spent
?bta5
lotal
Tota"
.per day?.. .Aliases
sr..^
0

|

3A

r
2
3

%
h
s?

1
0
9

10
Total

0
4

1
17

2
*&

0
1
2
3A

0
%

s

0

17
3

20

82
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1

-0
i
o
20
1#
72

0
0
3
7f
h-2
60,
20
l£
t
0
0
I#
5
6
m
9
2
S3 1
+
20
2?
5
6
i
..,.3, ■ 18
■
'
#
■
0
0
o
8
16
i
2
i
G
0
9
0
0
o.
0 ,

US

0

0
1
2
0

if
%
0
22
if
27
2

22

2V
0
17

0
6*f

6

5^
5

6 • 30
2
12
‘0'
it
a
0
0
0
0

" 2ft8$' •T m m m281“'

aW ’

a.

Data based on Question No. ?i "How many boors
a day oa the average do you watch television?"

b*

Data based on Question No# 6* "Do you have a
TV set in home or regular access to television?
(If *Yes») How long?"
it was assumed that, as length of regular

access increased, the day-average amount of time

might settle around two to three hours and the
frequency of a five**0r**3lX"4aoiws*a*day ease might
decrease* For this purpose* another frequency
table was made to find oat Mother there m s any
difference between the three groups with regard
to the dey^avsrage amount of time spent*
The data to TiSBLE If* however, did not seem
to indicate a trend to prove such a hypothesis*.
Thera ware few extreme oases in which eight or
nine hours were spent daily in front: of a tele*'
vision set*. The pattern of the frequency distri*
button of those persons who watched television
programs for a couple of hours a day was rather
uniform for all the three groups* or at least it

did not show any trend consistent enough to todt*
cate the operation of selectivity through time*.
toother attempt m s made to .approach this,
problem to terms off 1* the total frequency of
preferences of various programs$ exA 2* the prefer*
ences of each individual type of program#
It was assumed that* with the Increase' of
months of regular access* the number of the types
of television programs people watched might become
.smaller or the number of people who preferred a

h2

particular type of program might change.
Prom fABlE V it will be seen that the total
frequency of program preferences failed to show
any significant margin of difference*

ijwliS w
lEGOTH OP REGIiI»AR ACCESS fO TELEVISIOH
AND PROGRAM PREFERENCES
(Percentage in brackets)

$-12 months

£&.
Atlfletie

as

Comedy

58 50.00l>
60 ■51.72) 66
;i2.93> 18
121.55) l15
y
38 ;32.75) 28
7 06.03) 12
25 21.55) 32
18
21

Drama or plays
Educational
Music * classic

Music* pop® tor
Mews

Qais
leltgious
toy otter

V0B2L
Vl

:32.75;

ii

26.72; 56 (33.61;

51.72) 57
06.89) 69 (59A7)
(15*51; 19 lo*:
11 :ot*
(12*
K in
(2 h ,1 3
!■

(10.35
(28&
(18.10
:01.72;

6 05*1?)
I?
:i6
1

W

'Ml these data appear to indicate that the
novelty appeal of television programs tea act shorn
a tendency to dearease*

This seems significant

considering the fact that the groups selected for
this study worn supposed to tore shore average
amount of education,
This tentative conclusion on the selectivity

of program preference m m

increase of tsar-M*

also reached W Bogardus* etudy.«,^*
"It is interesting to note that# when attention
is turne#~to the preference frequency of. dadh'tffpo
of program separately r there seamed to bo a tfeii
■of selectivity -working in.the ,choice of programs#
/this appears.
.to be more or % m n clearly s m n in the
ease of classic music*

the percentage 'wmt down

from 21*5? to it*93f m & i m % h m to 9*&7 as the
length of regular access to television increased*
She same significance test of percentage dif
ference m # applied- to this#

fo illustrate the

processt
4#

Comparison of %**& months group with
6-12 months group t

% » 116
&*>.116
% ft tt*5?
% * 12*93
ft 8*62

25. -Sto* p* 5.

Ihl
lt*
T*

B»

Ocapariscn of 1*4 months group with
over*l year group,

nj, 9 11.6
*

ffc # 21,??
Pg :# 09**+?
Pa i 12.
'M T W W >

*1 ?

By referring the values obtained as above to
the following table, it was determined that the Pa
8,62 was not significant (as it was below the 11.22),
but the % 12*08 was significant at the five percent
level o f .significance fas it was above the 11.22),

M
*2

Z-

Proportions .*05 *05
in combined *10 .90
samples
• *:20 *80
having
.30 ,70
trait
M *60

**

6*11
8 ,h i

8,06

11.09
*•* 11*22 lb.79
12.85 16,95
*.* 13.79> 18,12
19-.02 I B M
.50 .50

26.

**

Davies, on. elt.. p. 18,

*? Levels of
significant
* Sample slabs

» Percentage
fferi
(Pd)

It may safely be said therefore that in this partis
talar instance* television seams to lose its charm*
Most people seem to ftaoft..at the perferaaaca by a
great orchestra under the baton m i a famous conductor*
for- m am plm * but they become tired of doing so after
a period of' time*.
M

for the athletic programs* their seasonal

nature must ha tatea into consideration in aa&IisiUf
the percentage differences among three groups haring
regular access to television for different length
of' time* fhe gradual rise of the percentage from

#*#13 up to rfiiu2fc- might be partly due- to this factor*
the test of significance." of j%*a between three groups*
however * failed to reach the five .percent level of
significance*, it will be seen from the computation
made as follows?
f£-lib
n£

ni ♦

-5*.Il6

nj> c llS

%

# a^*l3 <i*4months)

?2

tr 27*58 (6*12months) Fg

Fa

* 6*5?
rg 8.../

.26

fi # 2%*13 fswSmonths)
35**3** {Over 1 year)

%

* li4a

p

* .gft.4 . t o *

(Reguirofi value * IS*,

A rather steady Increase in the percentage

m s also seen in drama and plays and educational
programs* the test of their %%■* however*. failed
to reach the five percent level of significance*
Increasing efforts- on the part of -educators to ae~
cure more time for educational purposes- seem to he
a factor involved in the latter- case#
As a whole there seems to he ■few really
significant indications of the- selectivity through
the length of regular-access to television#
It might he possible that the first group
{with regular access less than Bim months)- have
had opportunities* though not regular* to watch
television programs for a considerably long period
before having regular access to them* and conse
quently it had acquired its pattern of preference'
when it came to have regular access'*

improvement

In the programming and telecasting techniques may
"be another factor of enduring novelty -and charm of
television programs.

CBAPTM.
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m m m m Am
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( Summary

1# BeguX&r access to television appeared to
be a factor in the relative preferences of almost
all types of radio and.,television programs.
2.

Some types of programs seemed to draw

more audience attention when put on television*.
and Comedy1* were such types of programs.
Where radio programs were still given attention
after the television ownership or regular access
to television programs* television ”Comedyn seemed
to draw more attention than its radio counterpart#,
television boxing*11 under the same circumstances*
however* did -not seem to affect Its radio counter
part adversely*
3* Other types of^programs seemed to lose
audience o M m t l m when put ^

Ihey

were ^Popular Music1* and "Mews*-1* Hegular access •
to television, did not seem to affect adversely
the preference of these two types of programs on
radio where radio programs were still given at
tention after the television ownership or regular

access to television programs*. ttoder the same
circumstances* however* the remaining' types of
pregramt tier# loss itofeitii on radio..
V#

"Classic Musicff and Ee&ftgioue1* programs

seemed, to enjoy le,sa audience attention^. on tele^

3riglont^but the data’indicated that regular access
did affect preference of these two types of programs
in favor of television where radio programs were
still given attention after the television ownership ■or regular •access be television*
%

the degree of preference or popularity of

^Athletic f11 Erama m Plays** Educational** and
”Qulsfl seemed to remain nearly the same ’on both
media* The data in this study* however*'appeared
to indicate that regular access affected adversely
the audience response to these four types of programs
■ .f

on ’radio where attention: was still given to radio
programs after the television ownership or regular
access to television programs#
6. The amount of time spent watching tele
vision remained somewhat uniform over the increase
in months of regular access#
7. The combined preference frequency per
centages of various types of programs also remained

r a th e r u n ifo rm

mm

th e In c re a s e in le n g th o f

regular access#
8* However* one type of program showed
changes in its preference frequency percentage
as the amount of regular access increased* it was
Classic Music'** this type of program seemed to
lose its hold on audience as months of regular
access increased*
9* the. above findings were based m data
obtained by the. use of selected groups in Omaha *
Nebraska during the period between May and lune#
1952* Consequently they presented only an ar
resting sample of audience reactions to radio and
television programs* J

There is' a need to repeat a similar study
* to ascertain changes in reactions toward television
and radio programs*.
; 2.

It is'Still to be seen whether' today*s

reaction to various' types of television programs
is attributed to their novelty or intrinsic merit
of programs*
3* At present# the technical limitations of
television seemed to be factors in the relatively

smaller attractiveness of certain types of tele**
vtoloil programs #•
/>%* -the ability of television to satisfy- both
eyes ani oats at once* i^rhicfe to ossofitlal for the
enjoyment of certain types of programs, might
partly account for t!i© greater popularity of some
types'of programs on television that* on radio*
#4

fh o presence of day-time radio listeners ,

mostly mm&Bf might to a faster in the relatively
strong poll of certain types of radio programs*
especially ?lMhoationalw: programs and irPrama, .or
plays#1* 4s for the relative popularity of **Hellgiousn
programs* the foot that more religious programs are
available on radio must be taken Into consideration#

64 Selectivity in the choice of television
programs through time did not s&m to be in .
operation in terms of time spent*

7* However, selectivity through.,time; did seem
to be working on the preference of at least one
type of program, ifimn individual progr^p.vfrf,
.‘
taken
separately# It appeared to 0m changes- in,,its
popularity partly to the technical limitations of
television*.

8* It is still to be seen Aether it m s mainly

due to the seasonal nature of program, improve*
sent -of televising techniques, or worn- other tat#
known factors that few indications of selectivity
through ttee were shown.
9.

As a whole, according to our study, novel*

fcy appeal of television was not dying out .as, time
passed.
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APPENDIX

QTJESTIOHNAX

answerajtg
«eia'
H. 0,
1. Hjirt

'

■

J f t K p M i ! » > j N W f f p W Jl $ '

&&QXL

2*. S
3. Please etoeki . laxrcatlom
&igh school.
•

W

3

op

« 1 of 2

V years'.college

Oceni^tlom

none.

sarng’
5* Nearly income*
,OGQ^*:OOk

if over f6?C

Bo you Hava a TV set in tome or regular access
'«L

.*

How

1<*6 i

•More t&m 1 year:

'?6

7. 'tor many tears a day on the average do -you
natch television? ....... .
8. Kamo- the type of' T? programs yon like
'Comedy

Classic music

muam

fduoatlemal

Drama or' plays*
,leliMofis

«

.„.'.,......

9* lame the radio programs you still listen
oming a TV* sett
|Sa£.^

Athletic

*#
a or

you do not o w a TV sett vhlch radio
rograms do you listen to most often?
athletic*

..* Comedy ,..,.

Popular mmsie.
or olavs

_ «

Ions.- ... «■

11.* Since yon had regular use of a TV set did
more

shout the. same.

